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1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we consider the Chebyshev approximation fa large 
class of bounded functions, by aunisolvent family of functions. Letf be a 
unisolvent family (of degree n) of continuous functions on [a, b]. That is, 
if x1 ,..., x, are distinct points of [a, 61, and y1 ,..., yn are any real numbers, 
there is a unique function g in F such that g(xk) = yk , k = l,..., n  Define 
ilfll = sup(/f(x)l : a <x < b), 
f+(x) = lirf2+ypf@), f-(x) = lin$ff(u), 
If g is in F, define 
E+(x; g,f) = f’(x) - g(x), 
E-k &f) = f-(x) - g(x), 
e(g) = maxtll E+II, IE- It). 
A function g* in F is said to be a best Chebyshev approximation t  f if 
e(g*) < e(g) for all g in F. When f is continuous, this coincides with the 
classical definition. 
* Parts of the paper constitute a s ction fthis author’s dissertation submitted in partial 
fulfillment of the requirements for the degree of Ph.D., 1968, at Boston University. 
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Following Dunham [l], we say that apoint X in (a, b) is a straddle point if 
for some g in F, 
E+(X) = --E-(T) = e(g). (1) 
Clearly, g is then abest approximation t f, and any other best approximation 
to f must satisfy (1). If f is continuous, then there are no straddle points 
unlessfbelongs to F, in which case all points in (a, b) are straddle points. 
The existence of a best Chebyshev approximation to ffollows from the 
usual argument used for proving existence in the continuous case [4]. In case 
there are rro straddle points, Remez [6] and Dunham [l] have completely 
characterized bestChebyshev approximation f rbounded functions. Call x* 
a “+ point” (- point) relative to gE F if 
E+(x*) = e(g) (E-(x*) = -e(g)). 
Then g E F is a best approximation to f if there xist, in[a, b], points 
x1 < ~3. < x~+~ satisfying (i)every xi is either a + point or a - point, 
(ii) if xi is a + point (- point), then xi+1 is a - point (+ point), 1 < i < n. 
Further, ifgsatisfies this condition, it is the unique best approximation t f. 
If, on the other hand, there are straddle points, then the previous character- 
ization and uniqueness theorems no longer hold. For example, let 
f(x) = - 1 for x < O,f(x) = 1 for x > 0, and let Fconsist ofall first-degree 
polynomials on [- 1, 11. Then, x = 0 is a straddle point, and all polynomials 
g(x) = nx, 0 < 01 ,< 2, are best approximations to f with e(g) = 1. Although 
it = 2, the error curves corresponding to these best approximations alternate 
only once. However, it is readily seen that if the straddle point is counted as 
an alternation, then the function g(x) = 2x has error curves with three 
alternations, a d further, every other best approximation still has an error 
curve with only one alternation 
In the following sections, this observation will be generalized, an  existence 
and uniqueness theorems will be proved for the straddle point case. 
2. EXISTENCE OF A BEST APPROXIMATION WITH II ALrnnNatroNs 
In this ection, we assume that fis a real-valued, r gulated function 
[a, b]. This means that fis a uniform limit of step-functions. An elementary 
argument [5] shows thatfis regulated if and only if it has left- and right-hand 
limits at all points of (a, b) and one-sided limits at the end points. In
particular, monotone functions and piecewise continuous functions are 
regulated. Every regulated function has at most countably many disconti- 
nuities and is, hence, Riemann integrable. 
First, wegeneralize th concept of alternation of error curves. 
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DEFINITION 1. A point 2in (a, b) is a [-, + ] point relative to gE F if 
(i) it is a straddle point relative to g, and 
(ii) f-(Z) = lim,,,-,f(x),f+(Z) = lim,,,+,,f(x). 
It is a [+, -1 point if(i) holds and if (ii) holds withft and f interchanged. 
DEFINITION 2. A function g EF is said to alternate n times on [a, b] 
multiplicity counted, if there xist on [a, b] points x1 < ... < x,,.~ such that 
(i) No point occurs more than twice and if Xi = xi+1 for some i, 
1 < i < n, then xi is a straddle point; 
(ii) Every xi is a + point or a - point, with the convention that if 
xi = x,+~ for some i, then xi is a + (-) point, and xitl is a - (+) point if 
and only if xi is a [+, -1 ([-, +]) point; and 
(iii) If xi is a + (-) point, hen xi+1 is a - (+) point, 1 < i < n. 
The sequence {xi ,..., xnJ is called a critical point sequence. 
It is obvious that if g alternates n times on [a, b], multiplicity ounted, 
then gis a best approximation t f. For, either the critical point sequence has 
straddle points, inwhich case (g) is the smallest Chebyshev error, orthere 
are no straddle points, inwhich case the characterization result ofDunham 
applies. 
THEOREM 1. Let f be a regulated function on [a, b]. Then there is, in F, 
a best approximation o ,f, which alternates n times on [a, b], multiplicity 
counted. d 
ProoJ First, assume thatfis a step function with one jump discontinuity, 
i.e., 
f(x) = a. a < x < .U, 
= A x<x<b, (2) 
01 # B. 
(The values off at a, 6, X are immaterial). 
Let n, be a positive integer such that for 
n = no , no + I,..., [X - n-l, X + n-l] 2 [a, b]. 
For these values of n, set 
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Then each fn is continuous n [a, b] and, hence, from classical theory [4], 
fn has, in F, a unique best approximation g, . The sequence {fn> is uniformly 
bounded, for if m is fixed and it 3 m, then /j g, - fn I/ ,< // g, -f, /) so that, 
since 1l.h II< I a I + I B I for all n, 
II g, II G !I g, :I + 2 ii.L II < II g, il + 2(/ ~1 I+ I p I). 
By a fundamental result ofTorhneim [4], there is a subsequence of g, 
converging u iformly to afunction g in F. For convenience, we denote also 
the subsequence by g,. We claim that g satisfies the conditions of the theorem. 
For let g* be some fixed best approximation to f and let e* = e(g*), 
e, = JJfn - g, 11. Choose n, so large that if IZ > n, , the oscillation of g* 
on Z, is less than I/3 - cy. l/2. Then, for all n> n, , 
llf, - g* II G e*. (4) 
For let ybe a point for which IQy) - g*(y)1 = ilfVL - g* 11. Ify # Z, , then 
fn(y) = f(y) and (4) follows immediately. If y E Z, , say 2 2 and j3 > CX, 
then either fn(y) - g*(y) = !lfn - g* //, in which case f(u) - g*(v) >, 
ilfn - g* /I, orf(r) - g*(v) = -Ilfn - g* 11, inwhich case 
g*(t) 2 g*(Y) - (rs -- OOP 
= f(v) + ilfn - ‘Y* II-~ cp -a2 
> a + <p -aI/2 + llfn - g” II - cp - a)/2 
= 01 + II”& - g” II 
= f(O + Ilfn - g* II, 
where tis any point in [X - n-r, X). Hence I g*(t) -f(t)/ > il.fn - g* /I, 
and (4) is proved. The same argument applies if y < E or j3 < a. From (4) 
it follows that for all IZ >, n, , 
en = i1.h - g, !I < llfn - g* I( < e*. 
On the other hand, if xf X, then If,(x) - g,(x)1 d e, and, letting n tend 
to co, we obtain If(x) - g(x)1 < lim, inf e, . Hence 
e* = e(g*) < e(g) < lim inf e, . (6) n 
From (5) and (6) we conclude that e, --f e* and that e(g) = e*, so that gis 
a best approximation oJ (In fact, he convergence is monotone: ,< enil .) 
It remains toprove that galternates n imes, multiplicity counted. To do 
this, let (x~‘}~+~ be a critical point sequence j = 1 for fk - gk 
(k = n, , n, + l,...). (Forfixed k,the xjk are distinct, since,f, is continuous.) 
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Taking subsequences, if necessary, assume that xlk is always a + point or 
always a - point, and that xi” + xi, j = I,..., n  Since g, converges 
uniformly to g, g&i”) -+ g(xj). Hence, if, e.g., 
fk(Xi”) - &Sk> = ek 7 
f,<$+,> - gk($+J = --e, 
then 
lipfk(xjk) - g(xj) = e*, 
li~fk(Xf+,) - g(Xj+l) = -e*. 
(7) 
If Xj and Xj+l coalesce, i.e., xi = xj+r ,then 
I li,mfk(xjk) - lipf,(x;+,)i = 2e*. (8) 
But, then, (8) implies that I/3 - 01 I= If+(Z) -f-(Z)1 = 2e*, and, hence, 
X is a straddle point. From (7) it is clear that coalescence of three points i
impossible. A so, if x,” is a + (-) point, k = I, 2,..., then, clearly, so is xi . 
Hence, g alternates II imes, multiplicity counted, and a critical point sequence 
for it is {x1 ,..., x,+&. (As proved above, ifthere are no straddle points, the xj 
are distinct). 
Iffis astep function with kjump discontinuities, the argument for the 
existence of g is the same as that for k = 1, with an obvious modification in 
the construction of the fn . 
In the example, f(x) = 1, 0 < x < 1, f(x) = - 1, - 1 < x < 0, 
F = the set of second-degree polynomials, the unique best approximation 
to fn is g,(x) = 2nx/(n t I), e, = [2n/(n + l)] - 1, and a corresponding 
critical point sequence is{- 1, - I/n, l/n, 1). 
Finally, etfbe a regulated function on [a, b]. There is a sequence {s,] of 
step functions converging u iformly to f. Hence, there is a sequence {gJ 
in F such that g, is a best approximation o s,, and g, alternates n imes on 
[a, b], multiplicity counted. Taking subsequences, if necessary, g, converges 
uniformly to afunction g in F. Since g, is a best approximation o s,, g is a
best approximation to 5 Furthermore, by an argument similar tothat 
employed in the step function case, it follows that g alternates n times, 
multiplicity counted, completing theproof. 
3. UNIQUENESS OF BEST APPROXIMATIONS WITH n ALTERNATIONS 
The example of Section I shows that uniqueness of a best Chebyshev 
approximation is violated when there are straddle points. When such points 
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exist, itis not even true that here is only one best approximation which 
alternates n times. For, let 
0 < x < l/3, 
f(x) = / 2 3 
3: 
l/3 < x < 213, 
3x - 213 < x < 1, 
and let F consist ofall second-degree polynomials. Then n = 3, x = l/3 
and x = 2/3 are straddle points, and any polynomial ofthe form p(x) = 
cy(1 - 9x/2 + 9x2/2), - 1 < 01 .< 1, is a best approximation to f, which 
alternates hree times, multiplicity ounted. 
Clearly, if there are n or more straddle points, then there is a unique best 
approximation, by the definition of u isolvence. The following is auniqueness 
result when 2 < r < n - I, where r is the number of straddle points. Recall 
that adouble zero is an interior ze o at which a sign change does not occur. 
LEMMA. Let f be any bounded function [a, b], g and g” members of F. Let 
p > 2. If {x, ,..., xD,), xj< xj,l ,and (2, ,.., zZ,}, u+?~ < Sj,, are, respectively, 
on which sequences g and j alternate p - 1 times, and if x1 and x”l are both 
+ (-) points, then g - 2 has at least zeroes, counting double zeroes twice. 
Proof. Either xj = dj, j = I,..., p, and the result isimmediate, orthere 
is a smallest j such that xj f Pj . Say, X~ < $ . 
Now, at a + (-) point for g, g < g” (g > g), and the same statement is
true interchanging  and g”. Then {x1 ,..., xj lj ,..., x”,} is a sequence ofp + 1 
distinct points on which g - g consecutively changes sign. By a well-known 
result [3, p. 611, g - J has at p least zeroes, counting double zeroes twice. 
THEOREM 2. Let f be a regulated function [a, b], with rstraddle points 
x1 < ..’ < 2,) 1 < r < n - 1. Suppose there is a g in F such that 
(i) g alternates n times on [a, b], multiplicity ounted; 
(ii) g does not have more than r alternations on [X1 ,X,], multiplicity 
counted. 
Then g is the only best approximation t  f with n alternations, multiplicity 
counted. (Condition (ii) is always atisjied when r = 1.) 
Proof. If g satisfies ( ),then ghas a critical point sequence which contains 
all straddle points. Solet g satisfy (i) and (ii), with a critical point sequence 
x1 < .*. < xP < X1 < ... < X, < x~+~+~ < ..* < x, . (The proof is the 
same if x, > X, or x, < X1.) Let 2 satisfy (i). 
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It suffices to show that g - j has IZ zeroes, counting double zeroes twice [2]. 
There are two possibilities: 
(a) j satisfies ( i). Let 
be a critical point sequence for g”. (The proof is the same if x1 > X, or 
x, < Q. If k- h is even, the rror sign pattern is the same for both gand g”. 
By the lemma, g- g’ has N zeroes, counting double zeroes twice. Ifk - h is 
odd, say k > h, then x1 ,..., x,<X1 ,..., X, X”h+r+l ,..., I, is a sequence on
which g- j consecutively changes sign. Then g - 2 must have at least 
n + (k - h) - 1 > n zeroes, counting double zeroes twice. Thus g = g”. 
(b) g has a critical point sequence which contains a point j such that 
xi < j < E&,1 for some i, 1 < i < Y - I, and such that if X, is a [+, -1 
([-, +I) point, hen jis a + (-) point. Then appending j to the critical 
point sequence for gyields a equence of n + 1 distinct points onwhich g- g” 
consecutively changes sign. Hence g= i. 
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